The No1 Guide to Eating Out in Cornwall

You’ll be amazed at what we
can do for your business...
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Introduction
Eat Out Cornwall is the No.1 on-line restaurant guide
to eating out in Cornwall. This independent all Cornish
website is an excellent point of reference for information
on ‘Where to eat in Cornwall’.
Using the wonders of the ‘World Wide Web’ viewers of
this site can contribute and share their knowledge and
expertise, whether it’s news, links to other recommended
sites, opinions, recipes or whatever experience they have
whilst eating out at a restaurant in Cornwall.
Supporting the Cornish Food Industry
We are a Cornish company based in the county and as such are a genuine
local enterprise. It is our policy to support the Cornish Food Industry
through the promotion of Cornish Food and Drink in restaurants from
the top end of the market to family cafés. Our aim is to make all eateries
aware that buying Cornish-grown products from Cornish producers not
only gives them superior quality raw materials to work with but helps the
local economy.
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Restaurants
Promote your restaurant with Eat Out Cornwall and
you can be part of the largest and most successful online
restaurant guide to eating out in Cornwall, with almost
80,000 unique visitors per month and rising.
We offer cost-effective solutions that really work for
your business when compared to newspapers, magazines
and directories you are being exposed to a much wider
audience for a cost effective monthly subscription.
So why not come and join Cornwall’s No.1 Guide to
Eating Out!
We believe advertising with Eat Out Cornwall is the
best form of advertising any Cornish restaurant can do,
we pride ourselves on offering a personal and professional,
efficient service. We have had some great feedback from
our current customers and hope to add your name
to them.
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Mobile Website/App
We have developed the Eat Out Cornwall app/mobile
website as a marketing support service for our subscribers
focusing on finding a Restaurant or Take away whilst on
the move. Our stats from Google analytics show that in
excess of 23% of our traffic comes from mobile devises
like smart phones and tablets.
The Eat Out Cornwall app/mobile enabled website is a
classic restaurant finder for local restaurants in Cornwall,
users can search by town or cuisine and it offers the
ability to instantly locate your restaurant near them and
view your menu and other important information about it.
Diners can…
A View Images
A View menus
A Call a restaurant
A Email a restaurant

A View a restaurant website
A Check location of a restaurant
A Find a Take-away
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Take-aways
A SMARTER WAY TO A TAKE-AWAY
Promote your take-away with Eat Out Cornwall, you can
be part of the most comprehensive take-away guide in
Cornwall.
You will have a description of your take away with a
photograph, contact details and a link to your website
and menu.
Food types include Chinese, Indian, Thai, Pizza delivery and
the traditional English favourite Fish and Chips and you
can search by town and cuisine type.
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Eat and Sleep
Many Hotels in Cornwall have fantastic restaurants and in
return many restaurants now have fantastic rooms above,
therefore we have developed The Eat & Sleep section of
Eat Out Cornwall to help promote the accommodation
aspect of your business giving viewers ideas about staying
for long weekends, short breaks and full holidays and doing
what we all do best, Eating and Sleeping.
Take full advantage of Eat Out Cornwall’s visitor numbers
of over 80,000 unique visitors each month.
A Hotels with restaurants
A Restaurants with rooms
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Wedding Venues
Many restaurants and hotels now have wedding licences
and offer outside catering for weddings therefore we have
developed the Wedding Venue section to help promote
this growth area in Cornwall, you have a separate webpage and its linked to and from your restaurant page
featuring Weddings, Civil Ceremony, Corporate and Party
Venues plus information about Outside Catering.
A
A
A
A
A
A

Wedding Services
Civil Ceremony Services
Corporate Venues
Outside Catering
Marquee Hire
Party Venues
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Cornish Food Producers
Eat Out Cornwall has compiled a directory of exceptional
local Food and Drink producers based in Cornwall.
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
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Fresh Fish Producers
Producers of Preserves
Tea and Coffee Producers
Cornish Food Boxes & Hampers
Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Producers
Fresh Meat Producers
Bakery and Fresh Bread Producers
Cornish Fresh Seafood Producers
Farm Shops
Fresh Poultry Producers
Dairy Food and Cheese Producers
Fresh Herb Suppliers
Ice Cream Producers
Cornish Beer Wine and Soft Drinks Producers
Cornish Pasty Producers
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Customer Testimonials

‘‘

John Piner, Saltwater Cafe Bistrot (Polzeath)

‘‘

‘‘
‘‘
’’ ‘‘
‘‘
’’ ‘‘

We now been using Eat Out Cornwall.com for just under
4 years and have found it to be a fantastic facility providing
valuable information about our restaurant to our potential
customers. It enables us to have lots of amended information,
listing changes and up todate menu’s and specials. our
customers absoluetly love our site and constantly use it
for bookings and contact. Eat Out Cornwall has become
an invaluable tool for our business which we can highly
recommend, the support and aftercare service is first class.

Just a few words to say we have been on Eat Out Cornwall for
the last 4 years and have also advertised in Yellow Pages with a
full page plus a number of other advertising methods and our
own website. We would just like to tell you we talk to most
of our customers as to how they found us and the highest
percentage of them say they found us through
Eat Out Cornwall. Keep up the good work.
Chris and Mel, Butchers Bistro (Newquay)
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Hi, Just seen our slot on eatoutcornwall.com. The site looks
fantastic, many thanks.
Julie, Chiverton Arms (Truro)

Really impressed with the site a great improvement.
Russets Restaurant (St Ives)

Just checked out the site and its looking great, very happy it
sums up the cafe style and ambiance perfectly, thank you very
much, see you soon for breakfast!
Zoe, Godrevy Cafe (Hayle)

’’
’’
’’
’’
’’

Many thanks for great site - we have already bookings from it!
Peter Preston, Slipways Restaurant (St Ives)

Hi there, I just went on your site and I have to say The Old
Coastie 360 looks mighty fine.
The Old Coastguard (Mousehole)

Eat Out Cornwall is a franchised area of Eat Out Marketing
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Introduction
Eat Out Marketing has been developed as a marketing
support service of the highly successful on-line restaurant
guide Eat Out Cornwall.
Focusing on the restaurant and hospitality industry in
Cornwall we are now in a position to offer incremental
products and services to our current client base and being
able to substantially enhance the marketing opportunities
for them.
There are many ways in which we can help promote
and market your business such as Web-site Design and
associated services, Social Media set up and Training,
Professional Photography, Design and Print and the
installation of CCTV and remote monitoring of your
business.
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Digital Marketing Solutions
Website design
Eat Out Marketing provide a complete professional Website Design
service specifically for the restaurant, hospitality and food industry.
Focusing on this sector allows us to deliver solutions cost effectively
whilst providing the advanced facilities your type of business requires on
the web.
This includes areas such as easy and convenient content management
allowing you to regularly update areas of your site such as your menu or
special events. Presentation of your facilities is key to the promotion of
your business.

Website Services
Hosting is where your web site “lives” allowing it to be delivered over the
Internet for your customers to see and use.
This is an important decision to ensure your web site is delivered reliably
and effectively. There are many sub standard hosting services available in
the market place.
Eat Out Marketing has employed its 30 years of experience in IT
infrastructure to select the appropriate hosting services for our
customers. There are many factors to consider for hosting. The capabilities
of the hosting services we have selected are amongst the best in the
industry.

E-Commerce
Our standard websites are high quality, fully featured but don’t cost the
earth. There are no upfront costs, all you pay is a monthly fee that covers
the design and build of your website, photography of your product and
ongoing support post launch.
Our service ranges from a simple brochure site through to fully functional
e-commerce sites and include, Domain registration, hosting packages,
e-mail, search engine registration, content management systems, on-line
booking system, PDF brochure creation.
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More and more businesses are using the
internet as a low-cost sales channel.
We can set you up to sell your products
or services on-line with fully functional
e-commerce website.
This can include an updatable product
catalogue, a shopping basket and on-line payment functionality.
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Digital Marketing Solutions
SOCIAL MEDIA
Situated right at the heart of Cornwall, Eat Out Marketing really is the
first stop for social media marketing and training in Cornwall. Our in
house and partner team are experienced social media practitioners and
trainers covering every angle of social networking from Facebook to
Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn,YouTube, Pinterest, Blogging, Analytics, Instagram
and Snapchat you can talk to Eat Out Marketing about all your social
networking marketing and training needs.
Where it Begins
At Eat Out Marketing we help companies develop a strategic approach
to digital marketing. Our approach is simple, our mission to encourage
business people everywhere to take advantage of the digital revolution. We
take the mystery and the misery out of digital media and put you firmly in
control of your social networks. We believe social networking for business
is much more than just attracting likes or followers. We’ll help you map
out your goals and objectives and provide you with a clear plan for turning
likes into leads. We’ll not only help you look good online but we’ll also
help you make more of the resources at your disposal. Take advantage
of our expertise to generate laser targeted traffic to bring you more
business, more effectively and with higher returns.
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Social Media Training
At Eat Out Marketing we believe you
never stop learning. Our training is
specially designed to constantly embrace
change in a fast moving world. We train
onsite, online and in open training sessions
nationwide. Whether your need is general
or niche specific we can deliver training
that’s right for you. Covering everything
from Facebook to Twitter, Google Plus, LinkedIn,YouTube, Pinterest,
Blogging, Analytics, Instagram and Snapchat you can talk to Digital Business
Cornwall about all your social media training needs.
Facebook Advertising
With over 1.2 billion people on Facebook we’ll help you reach the right
ones. Right now Facebook advertising is by far and away the most cost
effective to reach your audience quickly and to greatest effect. We’ll
guide you through the minefield, help you make the right decisions about
where, when and how to advertise and how best to convert traffic to lead
generation, paying customers or visitors.
Whatever your need we have a plan to satisfy it. Whether campaign,
competition or offer we’ll help make sure you always get the best return
on your investment.help make sure you always get the best return on
your investment.
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Digital Marketing Solutions
Website Marketing
Search Engine Optimisation is essential to the success of your business on
the Internet. There is no point in having a nice looking web site if nobody
can find it. We work with you to ensure your budget is balanced between
site design and being found.
Eat Out Marketing specialises in attracting the
visitors you need for your business. We focus
on increasing relevant traffic to your website by
increasing your position in the search engines. Our
search engine experts work diligently with you to
meet and exceed your promotional needs. We do NOT use “doorway
pages”, “trickery” or “spamming techniques”. These inappropriate practices
may potentially deliver short-term results. However they will put you at
risk of longer-term exclusion from the key search engines. It is critical you
select your provider of these services carefully.
Our websites are optimised around heavily searched terms that relate to
your specific restaurant or hospitality service in your area. Many hours of
careful research has allowed us to focus on optimised solutions specifically
for your industry.
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Every major search engine uses link analysis to position your business on
search results. As a result, link analysis gives search engines a useful means
of determining which pages are good for particular topics and search
phrases. The more meaningful and relevant links you have the higher your
search engine positioning will be. Eat Out Marketing has developed the
knowledge and skills to efficiently build an effective links network for your
type of business.

Photography
At Eat Out Marketing we are in a position to offer a wide range of
corporate and commercial photography for use in a variety of ways. We
specialize in the restaurant and hospitality industry with Quality images
which can help bring your website to life, showcasing interiors, exteriors
and detailed shots, including food, staff, customers, social events, openings,
relaunches and even celebrity visits.
We have also been known to do weddings, events,
portraits, functions and presentation evenings.
We take great pride in our ability to create and
provide you with the highest quality / professional
photographs specially tailored to your needs.
You receive the copyright license and high resolution
images on CD, therefore you can use the images however you wish, i.e.
marketing, publicity, PR, menus, website, brochures, press releases and CDs.
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Digital Marketing Solutions
Design and Print
The Eat Out Marketing printing service fully integrates into the design and
photography service. The design artwork is taken and produced into high
quality printed collateral. This includes the following products:
A	Brochures
A	Cards (business card or post card size)
A	Menus
A	Letter Heads
A	Compliment Slips.
To continue your consistent theme Eat Out Marketing can also produce
branded electronic stationary, this means anything you produce on your
own computer will use a standard template with the same look and feel
as your hard copy material. This may include letters, bills or electronic
mails.

Graphic Design
Eat Out Marketing provides a professional Design & Photography service
specifically designed to support the Restaurant & Hospitality Sector.
Design and Photography sits at the heart of the overall Eat Out Marketing
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service. From the initial design and photography
work all other services integrate the results.
This allows you to have a single design activity
that will result in the efficient and cost effective
production of all you business media and
collateral.You do not have to co-ordinate a
disjointed programme of work to introduce a
new theme into your business.
You will not be faced with intellectual property conflicts between a range
of disparate suppliers. All you need to do is focus on how you can best
promote and present your business to your customers.
Eat Out Marketing will take care of the rest. If you are looking at
developing a new theme and brand for your business or just update and
change what you already have Eat Out Marketing has the best solution for
you.
Our highly skilled design services will take your ideas, analyse the
photography and review current collateral. From this we will design a
theme to present your business. This may include the creation of a brand
and logo’s to present a professional image for your business. Art work will
be created and discussed to prepare the foundation for the production of
all your business media and collateral.
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Digital Marketing Solutions
Signage
Eat Out Marketing integrates the production of signage for your business.
Once again this fully integrates into the photography and design service.
This delivers a consistent theme based on a single set of designs. Such an
approach reduces the amount of time you need to spend on getting things
done.
You don’t need to concern yourself about the ownership of artwork for
different parts of your promotional collateral. Eat Out Marketing manages
this for you.
A	Cut Lettering
A	Logos
A Vehicle Livery
A	Magnetic Signs
A	Banners
A	Restaurant Frontage
A ‘A’ Boards
A Plastic Lettering
A	Acrylic Lettering
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CCTV
Eat Out Marketing can provide CCTV systems which produce state of the
art picture quality day or night thanks to our use of sophisticated antivandal day/night cameras.
Remote access via secure broadband
connection means that you can view your HD
CCTV footage wherever you are using our
remote access software for PC’s and laptops
while our latest mobile apps allow you to do
this through your iPhone, iPad, Android based
smartphone and Tablet, or Blackberry devices
for even greater convenience.
For a free no obligation quotation please contact us.

Contact
Trevor Smith
OPERATIONS DIRECTOR & FOUNDER OF THE EAT OUT CONCEPT

		
Pool Innovation Centre
Pool Innovation Centre
		Trevenson Road	Trevenson Road
		
Pool
Pool
		Cornwall 	Cornwall
		TR15 3PL	TR15 3PL
Enquiries 01209 311073
Mobile
07768 390977
E-mail
support@eatoutcornwall.com

01209 311073
07768 390977
support@eatoutmarketing.com
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